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Teaching the Gospel Spotlight
in Good News Club®

(GNC™ Training)

I. What is a Gospel Spotlight?
The Gospel Spotlight is a five- to seven-minute segment in the Good News Club®,
separate from the Bible lesson, where an object lesson is used to convey the message
of salvation and an opportunity to respond to God’s call is presented.

II. Why Have a Gospel Spotlight?
A. It fulfills the purpose of Child Evangelism Fellowship®.

The purpose of Child Evangelism Fellowship (CEF®) is to evangelize, disciple
and get the child involved in a church for discipleship. CEF wants to ensure that
every child has the opportunity to hear the message of salvation and respond
each time they come to club.

B. The Good News Club program requires it.

CEF seeks to produce curriculum that correctly interprets scripture. As a result,
there are times when the Gospel application will not be presented in its entirety
in a growth Bible lesson but instead presented during the Gospel Spotlight or
memory verse.

III. What is taught in the Gospel Spotlight?
The message of salvation!

● Who God is—Creator/Love (gold circle teaching)

● Who man is—Sinner by nature and act (dark heart teaching)

● Who Jesus is—The person and work of Christ (red cross and tomb
teaching)

● What God offers—Forgiveness and new life (clean heart teaching)

Note: When presenting the message of salvation in its entirety (such as during
the Gospel Spotlight), an invitation for salvation should be given so the children
can respond to God’s call.
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IV. How do I determine if a Gospel Spotlight should be included
in the club hour?
A. The curriculum lesson text (teacher’s manual) gives you this information.

Always refer to the “Introduction” gray box on the second page of each lesson.
This “Introduction” box gives an explanation of the type of lesson and instructions
about saved child applications as well as the presentation of the Gospel.
If the explanation says that the Gospel and/or invitation are not in the Bible
lesson but are to be presented in the Gospel Spotlight then a teaching segment
is written into the lesson text.

B. Follow the lesson text—keep in mind the total hour teaching.

The GNC™ curriculum has been designed to ensure that total hour teaching
takes place. If the entire message of salvation is not included in the Bible lesson,
it is essential that the Gospel Spotlight is taught during the GNC hour so the
children hear a complete presentation of the message of salvation.

V. When is the Gospel Spotlight presented during the club hour?
A. The order of the three main components of GNC will vary from week to week.

B. Club activities build upon one another for total hour teaching.

C. All three components should be taught in the order suggested in the lesson text
GNC schedule.

VI. What do I use to present the message of salvation during
the Gospel Spotlight?

● An object lesson is used to present the Gospel. If a tool is needed this tool
can be found in the GNC curriculum resource pack.

● The Gospel Spotlight teaching segment found in the lesson text gives you
a clear explanation of what to say and how to use the tool.

Note: Refer to the lesson text as to whether the invitation for salvation is given
at the end of the Bible lesson or the Gospel Spotlight.
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VII. Demonstration of a Gospel Spotlight
Focus Questions:

1. Notice what is taught about God.

2. Notice what is taught about sin.

3. Notice what is taught about the person and work of Jesus.

4. Notice what is taught about what God offers the child.

5. Notice how the tool is used to emphasize the Gospel and keep the child’s
attention.

Other Teaching Aids to Help You
with the Gospel Spotlight

1. Good News Club® Curriculum (CEF Press®) cefpress.com

● Lesson text (Gospel Spotlight teaching)

● Lesson curriculum resource pack (Object lesson tool)

2. Children’s Ministry Resource Bible (CEF Press®) cefpress.com

The Problem of Sin—Object Lesson (p. 876)

The Wordless Book: A Colorful Way to Share the Gospel (p. xxv)
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